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1 Introduction
T�� ��������� 	
���� ��������� implies that price changes in equities and
bonds reflect the arrival and processing of relevant new information. While news
itself is unpredictable, in turn making changes in stock prices unpredictable, the
release dates of many macroeconomic announcements are known. Often, informa-
tion about macroeconomic fundamentals is released on periodic and pre-announced
dates. Thus two types of news exist: pre-announced and non-announced news. In
this paper we focus on the pre-announced news. We examine the reaction of daily
stock and bond returns to the release of macroeconomic news.

While firm-specific news is the main source of information in stock markets,
in Treasury bond markets macroeconomic announcements are most important.
Consequently, the effects of announcements are typically more pronounced on gov-
ernment backed securities than on equity (see, e.g., McQueen en Roley, 1993).
Changes in Treasury bond prices critically depend on the arrival of public infor-
mation like inflation, interest rates, employment and fiscal and monetary policy.
There appears to be little, if any, asset-specific information concerning Treasury
bonds. Some recent studies examine the effects of macroeconomic news on Trea-
sury bond volatility. Jones, Lamont and Lumsdaine (1998), for example, examine
the response of Producers Price Index (PPI) and Employment (EMP) releases
on Treasury bond market volatility. Their results indicate significant increases in
bond market volatility on announcement days. This increase does not persist, as
news is immediately incorporated in the prices. ê In addition, Piazzesi (2000) and
Bomfim (2000) show that the announcements of the Federal Open Market Com-
mittee (FOMC) are important for bond and stock market volatility respectively. In
the Federal Reserve’s FOMC, which is the main policymaking body in the United
States ë , policy decisions are made involving the target level of the federal funds
rate. Li and Engle (1998) study the effects of announcements of the consumer
price index, PPI, and employment situation on the volatility of the US Treasury
bond futures. Using a univariate GARCH framework, they find that announce-

ì Êj»3¥Q¨Eªh°HÆ�¬�®�°g¦p°>»OÄ�¥Q¥?Õ�çJà�àpá;Ú�¦/°>»!Ç-¶h¥r¯4¯lª«°7Æ?¦/°H»gÈ´¥r¯4¥r¶h®p°H¦gÕ�çQà�à�àp¦�Új²8®p¨´¥$æ>¦/¯l§>¶«¥�·7Ò7°H»s¬w>¦/¬´¬E7¥
¿ º7¶«À9®p²v¬�7¥�Ð�¨w¥r¦p±�º7¨wÃ ¿ ®�°>»}¯?¦/¨wÀ�¥Q¬l§>¨Eª«©Q¥!¨�¥r±E§6®p°>±E¥!¬�®�¯?¦�×�®p¨l¯?¦p©�¨E®�¥r©�®p°7®p¯lªA©g¦p°7°7®�º>°H©$¥r¯4¥r°�¬E±lªA±
©�®�¯?§7¶«¥Q¬E¥r»OÓGªh¬E7ª«°g®p°7¥"®�¨G¬{Ó�®4¯?ª«°;º>¬�¥J±$Ïí ÐÑ>¥�§6®p¶hªA©�Ã4®�²�¬E7¥�Ç-Ô�¸5³9ªA±½¬E®:§7¨w®�¯l®p¬E¥G¥r©Q®p°7®�¯lªA©GÆ�¨w®JÓG¬�*·;²8º>¶«¶>¥r¯4§>¶h®�Ã�¯l¥Q°�¬Q·�±�¬w¦ ¿ ¶«¥G§7¨wªA©�¥r±Q·;¦p°>»
¦4±Eº>±E¬E¦pªh°>¦ ¿ ¶h¥"§>¦p¬�¬E¥Q¨w°O®�²�ª«°�¬�¥Q¨E°>¦�¬Eªh®�°>¦/¶*¬E¨w¦p»7¥"¦�°>»O§H¦JÃ�¯l¥Q°;¬w±�Ï
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ment shocks are not persistent, but bond market volatility responds asymmetrically
to announcement shocks. In this paper we investigate the response of government
bond and stock prices to regularly scheduled releases of the PPI, EMP and FOMC.

News impact curves show the impact of news on future volatility. There is
ample empirical evidence that more accurate volatility predictions can be obtained
when an asymmetric response to news is allowed for (see e.g. Engle and Ng,
1993 and Bekaert and Wu, 2000). The asymmetric volatility effect, first noted by
Black (1976), refers to the tendency that good and bad news in returns have a
different impact on conditional volatility in stock markets. Several explanations
for this phenomenon, which is especially apparent during volatile periods, are put
forward. For example, Black (1976) and Christie (1982) argue that a drop in the
value of the stock increases financial leverage, which makes the stock more risky
and increases its volatility: the so-called leverage effect hypothesis. The finding
of asymmetric volatility in Treasury bond markets (see DeGoeij and Marquering,
2001) casts some serious doubt on Black’s leverage explanation. Alternatively, the
asymmetric response to return shocks could simply reflect the presence of time-
varying risk premia (see French, Schwert and Stambaugh, 1987). If volatility is
priced, an anticipated increase in volatility would result in a higher required return,
which would lead to stock price decline: the “volatility feedback” effect.

Unfortunately, most empirical work has studied each of the above phenomena
−announcement effects and asymmetric volatility− in isolation. This is ultimately
not satisfactory. First, as announcement news is different from non-announcement
news, it is an interesting question to what extent investors anticipate the announced
news and to what extent volatility responds differently to these two kinds of news.
Second, it might be possible that (a large part of) the asymmetric volatility can
be explained by the announcement news, because investors can already anticipate
before the news is released and over- or underreactions might be at stake. Third,
as the model is considerably improved, it is likely that portfolio selection based on
volatility forecast models with announcements effects outperform the traditional
models. Additionally, risk management and derivative pricing can be ameliorated.

This paper integrates the announcement and asymmetric volatility literature.
More specifically, we investigate the interaction between announcements and volatil-
ity, whether announcement news differs from non-announcement news, and to what
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extent asymmetric volatility is explained by macroeconomic announcements. To
this end, we generalize the Asymmetric Dynamic Covariance (ADC) model (see
Kroner and Ng, 1998) in such a way that macroeconomic announcements, which
are shown to be very important in Treasury bond markets, are accounted for. We
use daily data from 1982 to 2001 on the S&P 500 index, the NASDAQ Composite
index, a short and a long US Treasury bond. This enables us to examine the effects
of macroeconomic announcements on stock and bond market volatility.

This paper differs from previous empirical investigations in the following ways.
First, while many studies examine the effects of pre-announcements on volatility
and the asymmetric volatility phenomenon, this paper is the first that interrelates
these phenomena. î Second, the results of Jones, Lamont and Lumsdaine (1998)
are limited in the sense that they only examine the univariate response of return
to risk. The news announcements may yield insights about the shape of the term
structure and about the covariance of bond returns with other assets. While Chris-
tiansen (2000) extends the approach of Jones, Lamont and Lumsdaine (1998) by
studying the effects of PPI and EMP announcements on the covariance structure
of Treasury bonds, she uses a restrictive constant correlation model (CCORR),
introduced by Bollerslev (1990). Recent studies show that the constant correlation
assumption is not valid in many cases and that this assumption should be relaxed
(see, e.g., Kroner and Ng, 1998). In this paper, we adopt a more general model
which nests most of the popular multivariate GARCH models. Third, whereas most
announcement papers study the bond market ï , we also examine the stock market.
This allows us to take a closer look at the puzzle addressed by Jones, Lamont
and Lumsdaine (1998): “... it remains puzzling that, in general, stock prices seem
less affected by macroeconomic news than bond prices. If asset returns are driven
by fundamental risk, and if (as we assume) announcement days are days of high
risk, how can it be that bonds are affected more than stocks?”. Fourth, this paper
is the first that considers FOMC together with PPI and EMP announcements. ð
ñQò�ó#ô>õQö:÷>øp÷Hõrörù½újô7ö�ûAüEý�ûAø�ó>üEõQóLþ{ÿ���������ø����	��
�ü����ö_øpü������4õrý�öEû��?öEõrø��Qý�û��pó>ü:ý��1ø�ó>ó����7ó���õ��lõró�ý:ó>õ�
�ürù� �7ýµó��pý½ý��_ø�ó����pýEô7õröµó7õ�
Gü�� �*û6ø�ó�!#"bó�$��«õ_þ�%'&�&�(��bø��Aü��_ø����	��
)�*��öjý�ô7õ�ü�û«ý��>ø�ýEû���ó]û«ó+
Gô7û,��ô?÷-��ü�û«ý�û	.�õ�øpó�!
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ø�ö�õ7KL���+5�� þDÿ������/��øpó�!NMO�Aø/ó7óHõ�ö2�sø�ó�!NPbö2��ý2��÷>øp÷>ø�!7ø�1;ûAü"þDÿ�����ÿ/�G�Q�R �pó>õrü�ùS��ø�����ó�ý�øpó�!H�T���?ü�!>ø/ûhó>õgþ�%'&�&�(��vø/ó�!5újô>öEûAü�ýEû«ø�óHü�õróFþ|ÿ��������$ù�õ�� $��AùU��ó����V����ó>ü�û,!7õQö�ýEô7õ+PWPbò
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Moreover, by looking at them separately, we are able in this paper to distinguish
FOMC announcements effects from PPI and EMP announcements effects. Fifth,
whereas most studies only consider one announcement effect, we consider a pre-
announcement and a news effect. At first, there is a pre-announcement effect:
investors know beforehand that there will be news, so a higher level of volatility
on the day the news is released is anticipated. Next, there is a news (reaction)
effect: once the news is released, investors process the newly received informa-
tion (not previously incorporated into asset prices) which might raise the market
volatility next day, as investors might disagree on the new consequences of the new
information on asset prices (see, e.g., Varian, 1989 and Harris and Raviv, 1993).

Several interesting empirical results emerge. We find empirical evidence that
announcements for a large part explain the asymmetric volatility in Treasury bond
markets, but not in stock markets. We find that macroeconomic announcements
raises the level of conditional stock market volatility. We also obtain some com-
pelling results after discriminating between PPI and EMP announcements on the
one hand and FOMC announcements on the other. In the stock market, for exam-
ple, FOMC announcement shocks have more persistent effects than PPI and EMP
announcements shocks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section provides
a brief description of the relation between news arrival and market volatility, and
presents the empirical framework. We also discuss the way the forecast model
deals with pre-announcements effects and feedback effects after the announcement
is made. Section 3 describes the data used in the analysis and discusses some
preliminary results. Moreover, we discuss the empirical results of the volatility
model which is able to deal with announcements and pre-announcements effects.
In Section 4, we examine whether PPI and EMP announcement have a different
impact on volatility in bond and stock markets than FOMC announcements, while
in Section 5 we present the results of several specification tests. Finally, Section 6
concludes.ø�ó�!N"WXHP@øpó7ó����>ó��$õ'�4õró�ýEürù�
Gô7õröEõQø�üBP½ûAø�Y'YQõrüEûµþ{ÿ��������Ñø/ó�!ZKL����5�� þ{ÿ��������?��ó����gûhó����	��!3õ:ý�ô>õ[MO\3Xeú
ø�ó7ó����7ó���õ'�4õró�ýEü´û«ó!ý�ô7õrûhö]�+�0!3õ��^�
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2 A Volatility Model with Announcements Ef-
fects

In a recent study, Bekaert and Wu (2000) examine asymmetric volatility in the
Japanese equity market. Using a multivariate GARCH-in-mean model, they con-
clude that volatility feedback is the dominant cause of the asymmetry for the
Japanese stock market. In addition, Wu (2001) develops a model that can sep-
arate the leverage and volatility feedback effect from each other. Using monthly
and weekly S&P 500 returns, Wu concludes that the leverage effect is an important
source of asymmetric volatility, but that volatility feedback is stronger than pre-
viously documented (see Campbell and Hentschel, 1992). The models constructed
by Campbell and Hentschel (1992) and Wu (2001) provide a good understanding
of the volatility feedback hypothesis. However, these models are based on mod-
eling the dividend process of equity returns. Campbell and Hentschel (1992), for
example, use “news about dividends” and “news about volatility”, as factors in
their model. Wu (2001) improves the model of Campbell and Hentschel by defin-
ing dividend volatility as a separate factor. Treasury bonds have coupon payments
and although these coupon payments can be considered as some kind of dividends,
they are fixed in size. Therefore they do not provide any news to investors, as
stipulated in Campbell and Hentschel (1992) and Wu (2001). It is interesting to
investigate to what extent macroeconomic announcements can explain asymmetric
volatility, as these are reported to be the most important source of information in
Treasury bond markets.

We focus on adequately modeling the asymmetric volatility phenomenon and
we are not really interested in the behavior of the time-varying mean returns. Thus,
in line with Kroner and Ng (1998), we use a 10-lag VAR process to model excess
returns. To prevent asymmetric effects found in the variances and covariances
being due to a misspecification in the mean, we include extra terms which capture
possible asymmetries in first moments as well as a dummy variable which captures
the effects of announcements. The resulting mean equation can be written as:

r _`ba c = µ ` + γ ` I dc + efgFhLi
i�jfk hLi l α g k r _g2a cnm k + β g k r _ mgGa com k/p + ε `ba c , for i = 1, ..., N, (1)
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where
r _`^a c denotes the excess return on asset i in period t,
r _ m`^a c = min(0, r _`ba c ), the negative excess return on asset i in period t,
µ ` is a constant,
I dc = 1, if there is pre-announced macroeconomic news at time t and 0 otherwise,
ε `ba c denotes the unexpected excess return on asset i, and
N denotes the number of assets.

We assume that ε c |I comEi ∼ N(0, H c ), where I cJmqi denotes the information set
at time t − 1, and H c = [h `	g2a c ] is the N × N conditional covariance matrix of the
unexpected excess returns; γ ` , α g k and β g k i, j = 1, ..., N are parameters. The
timing of macroeconomic news releases is exogenous to financial markets. We use
a dummy variable equal to one on the day that the news is announced. We expect
γ ` to be larger than zero, as news arrivals are often associated with higher risk.
Thus, γ ` can be interpreted as a premium for bearing the news arrival risk.

To model the conditional covariance matrix we use the ADC specification of
Kroner and Ng (1998). This specification has two appealing features. First, it
permits a certain level of asymmetry in both the conditional variance and the
conditional covariance. Second, it is very general in the sense that it nests several
well-known time-varying multivariate GARCH models (see Kroner and Ng, 1998).

With the ADC specification the conditional covariance matrix H c can be written
as:

H c = D c RD c +Φ�Θ c , (2)
where � denotes the element-by-element matrix multiplicator (the Hadamard
product operator) and D c , R,Φ and Θ c are all N × N matrices. First, the di-
agonal matrix D c is defined as

D c = [d `	gFa c ], d `,`ba c = r θ `,`ba c for all t, d `	gGa c = 0 for all i �= j, (3)

where the elements θ `,`ba c are defined in equation (6) below. Second, R is a symmetric
matrix with ones on the diagonal and off-diagonal parameters ρ `	g :

R = [ρ `	g ], ρ `,` = 1 for all i, ρ `	g �= 0 for all i �= j. (4)
6



Third, Φ is a symmetric matrix with zeros on the diagonal:
Φ = [φ `	g ], φ `,` = 0 for all i, φ `	g �= 0 for all i �= j, (5)

where off-diagonal elements φ `	g are parameters. Finally, Θ c is a symmetric matrix
with elements θ `	gFa c .

Θ c = [θ `	gFa c ].
The elements θ `	gGa c are calculated as

θ `	gFa c = ω `	g + ω d`	g I dc + b s` H comEi bg + a t�s` ε comEi ε scnmui a tg + g t�s` ε mcJmEi ε mcomEi s g tg for all i, j, (6)
where b ` , a t` = a ` + a d` I dcJmEi , g t` = g ` + g d` I dcJmEi , i = 1, ..., N are N × 1 vectors and
ω `	g , ω d`	g are scalars. ε mc is an N×1 vector with elements ε m`ba c = min[0, ε `ba c ]. The ADC
model of Kroner and Ng (1998) is obtained by imposing the restrictions ω d`vg = 0,
a d` = 0 and g d` = 0 for all i, j. The additional advantage of using this specification
is that the predicted covariance matrices are positive definite by construction.

Whereas the timing of macroeconomic news is exogenous to financial markets
(as it is pre-announced), the content of the news is not. Equation (6) incorporates
two announcements effects: a pre-announcement and a news effect. The model
predicts that on announcement days, the level of conditional volatility differs from
non-announcement days, which is measured by ω d`	g . Because important news might
be released on these days, we expect that conditional volatility will be higher on
announcement days. Next, once the news is released, investors start processing
this news. The parameter vectors a d` and g d` predict the impact of news on the
conditional volatility of the day after an announcement day. As shown by Varian
(1989) and Harris and Raviv (1993), because of differences in opinions in the
market, it might take some time before the calm returns (a d` ). Finally, we allow for
the possibility that negative news is more persistent than negative news (g d` �= 0).

3 Empirical Results
Although the model for the conditional covariance structure is very general and
attractive, the number of parameters becomes very large when the number of
assets increases. For example, the number of parameters is 27 (excluding the
mean-equation parameters) when two assets are considered, while the number of
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parameters becomes 60 for three assets. In addition, it is an interesting question to
find out whether macroeconomic announcements have a different impact in stock
and bond markets. Therefore, we will consider only two assets at a time. When
modeling the bond market volatility, we consider the 1 and 10 year Treasury bonds.
The stock market volatility model will consider the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ
index.

3.1 Estimation Methodology
We estimate mean equation (1) using OLS. Next, we estimate the parameters
of the conditional covariance model using the quasi maximum likelihood (QML)
method (see Bollerslev and Wooldridge, 1992), treating the vector of residuals e c
as observable data. The loglikelihood function (for the sample 1, ..., T ) is given by

L(θ̃) = −1
2TN log 2π − 1

2
wfc�hLi log(detH c (θ̃))− 1

2
wfc�hLi e sc H mqic (θ̃)e c ,

where θ̃ denotes the vector of unknown parameters. For inference, we use ro-
bust standard errors (see Bollerslev and Wooldridge, 1992). We use Maximum
Likelihood and the Newton-Raphson gradient search algorithm to obtain the esti-
mates.

3.2 Data and Preliminary Analysis
To investigate the effects of macroeconomic announcements in stock and bond mar-
kets, we use daily excess returns on the S&P 500 index, provided by Datastream,
the excess return on the NASDAQ Composite index, provided by the National
Association of Securities Dealers Inc., and daily excess returns on the 1 and 10
year US Treasury bond. The bond market data were obtained from the federal
reserve bank in Chicago. We follow the same approach as in Jones, Lamont and
Lumsdaine (1998) to construct the data. The excess returns were calculated as the
return of holding the bond in excess of the risk-free spot rate, approximated by the
3-month Treasury bill rate. In calculating daily returns, we adjust for weekends
and holidays (Appendix A provides details on the calculations). The data cover the
period January 4, 1982 through August 31, 2001, providing a total of 4898 obser-
vations. For illustrative purposes, the properties of the daily excess returns on the
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1 and 10 year bonds and the S&P 500 and NASDAQ index are shown graphically
in Figure 1. The graphs suggest that a model including heteroskedasticity is re-
quired to describe the evolution of the excess returns as there are signs of volatility
clustering. The magnitude of daily excess returns is sometimes quite large, with
returns for the 10 year bond as high as 4.8% (on October 20, 1987, one day after
the crash) and as low as -2.7% (on April 4, 1994). Neither of these two dates is an
announcement date. The magnitude of the daily S&P 500 returns varies between
-20.5% (October 19, 1987) and 9.1% (October 21, 1987). Some preliminary results
(not reported) show that all assets exhibit significant asymmetries when assuming
a univariate GARCH model without announcement effects.

Figure 1: Daily Excess Returns on 1 and 10 Year Treasury Bonds, NAS-
DAQ Composite and S&P 500 Indices

We consider three different macroeconomic announcements: producers price
index (PPI), employment (EMP) and Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC)
announcements. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ PPI and EMP figures are published
monthly, while Federal Reserve’s FOMC meetings are scheduled eight times a
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year. In the sample period, the number of PPI, EMP and FOMC announcements
are respectively 229, 229 and 157. Some of these announcements coincide with
each other, resulting in a total of 610 announcement days. The announcements of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics are usually made before the stock market opens,
specifically at 9.00 A.M. before March 1982 and at 8.30 A.M. from April 1982 to
the present, whereas the FOMC announcements are made public after the meetings
in the afternoon. Most changes in the target of the federal funds rate have been
either 25 or 50 basis points (the 75 basis-point increase on November 15, 1994 is
a notable exception). The Federal Reserve typically announces rate decisions at
their regularly scheduled meetings. However, they may announce rate cuts between
meetings if they believe they need to act quickly. This occurred recently in April
2001, and in September 2001 after the terrorist attack on the Pentagon and the
World Trade Center x .

Table 1 presents summary statistics for daily excess returns. Panel A through
C provide statistics for the full sample as well as on announcement and non-
announcement days. From the table it is evident that the average excess returns
of all assets are larger on announcement days. The differences in the mean on
announcement and non-announcement days are remarkable. For example, the
mean return on the S&P 500 index is 0.12% on announcement days, while on
non-announcement days it is only about 0.03%. The difference between the mean
returns is about 23% on an annual basis. For the 10 year bond, we find an annual
difference of about 15%. It is also clear that (co)variances are higher on announce-
ment days, which indicates that there is a higher associated risk on announcement
days. However, the difference between the standard deviation of the NASDAQ re-
turns on announcement and non-announcement days is remarkably small. Overall,
the summary statistics of the bond returns are in line with the findings of Jones,
Lamont and Lumsdaine (1998) and Christiansen (2000). Like Christiansen (2000)
we find that unconditional correlations on announcement days are higher than on
non-announcement days. This indicates that the advantage of diversification is
less pronounced when the investor needs it most: at times when risk is high. In
addition, the correlations between the bonds returns and the NASDAQ index are
close to zero. This suggests that, even on announcement days, portfolio risk cany�z|{�}~�������}'�]}��/}����]�,�]�����]�	�N�����B�����+��~�}��
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Table 1: Summary Statistics for Stock and Bond Excess Returns, Panel
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Table 1: Summary Statistics for Stock and Bond Excess Returns, Panel
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Table 2: Covariance Matrix Test��}�����Éo���2�����,���2�� ØJÙ Ú�É^����~���}Ã?���-� ¢ ����Û/}�� ���0� ¤0� £ � � �/���� �2��GÛ ¢ ����Û�}'� §/�v§ � £ � � ����¤� ����}'� � z|{��,�3�2����~	}+�2}��¦���2���I��{�}���}'����~����I��ÐL��}����G�<�/�Ü�0�,Ý-}���}'���}��I�	�Þ��{�}����������É���	����������~ ��«�������,�����}��+�������,�}'���#z|{�}���}�����Éo�������2�,������+ÐA��~,~���ß��I�ZàTáâ,ã�ÉJ�0�������2������������� ÅßB{�}���}7ØnÙH�0}�������}'�]��{�}7��}�Ô��2}�}��|��ÐqÐA��}�}��0���Ò�
be reduced by diversifying between stocks and bonds. As the variances and covari-
ances on announcement days are greater than those on non-announcement days,
we conduct a joint test for the null hypotheses that the covariance matrixes are
identical in the two subsamples, cf. Basilevsky (1994, pp. 194-198). The resulting
test statistic for the bond market (see Table 2) is highly significant, whereas the
test statistic for the stock market is only marginally significant. Thus, we con-
clude that the covariance matrix for announcement days differs from the one for
non-announcement days.

Finally, as reports that financial markets are particularly quiet on the days
prior to these announcements are commonplace in financial press as the Wall Street
Journal, we consider the standard deviations on the day before an announcement.
Several studies (e.g. Jones, Lamont and Lumsdaine, 1998) find support of this
“calm before the storm” effect for bond returns. To obtain some indication of
possible persistence in the announcement shocks, we also consider the returns on
the day after an announcement. The results are reported in Panel D and E of
Table 1. For most assets, the standard deviation is lower than average on days
preceding macroeconomic announcements. However, the standard deviations are
not much lower than the standard deviations on non-announcement days. Thus
we find only moderate support for the “calm before the storm” effect. If the
shocks to volatility on announcement days generate persistent volatility, we would
expect that the day after an announcement day would have higher than average
volatility. The literature shows (see, e.g., Jones, Lamont and Lumsdaine, 1998)
that announcement shocks in the bond markets do not persist. The results in Panel
E indicate that the shocks to volatility on announcement days generate persistent
volatility in the stock market, but not in the bond market. The standard deviation
of the S&P 500 one day after the announcement is especially high. In the next
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sections we will consider the persistency of announcement shocks in more detail.
Let us first consider the effects of announcements in stock and bond market

returns and the relation between announcements and unexpected returns to obtain
an idea of the importance of the announcement effects. Table 3 presents the OLS
estimation results for the announcement dummy parameter in mean equation (1).
Because Table 1 shows that excess returns are higher on announcement days, we
expect a positive sign on the estimate of the announcement dummy parameter.

Table 3: Estimation Results of Equation (1)ä ÌoË'å�æ7çÞè�éFæ�Í'Ì ê<Ë�ë-ì�çÑè«éFæ�Í�Ì�<�I���]��� �0�3�í�«��� �� �B�-����� �'��� �]�-�����
î�ïð � � � §�¥ £/ñ � � �  �  £�ñ � � �������/ñ � � � ¥ ���«ñ�����¦� }'���2��� � � ��� ¥�§ � � � ���/§ � � ����£   � � ��¤ � �Ê[Ë�ÌoÍFÎ�Ï z|{�}N������~	}Z��{���ß���}'�����������������ò��}�����~	�2����Ð3}'ó������������ô� � ¡�Ð*������{�}V�����0�Û�����õ�-�����õ�:����Û�}��:��}������G���2}�~ � �öz|{�}N�2}�Ô��2}'�����������+�	���~	����}Z������n�G������� Å<��� ~,��Ô/��/Ð|}Fª��}'�2��2}����������7����� �'� ~���Ô/��/Ð?��}�Ô������	�/}�}Fª��}'���[��}'���������#�^�Ðo�÷� � ¡2¡�ø8ùö{��	��}� �  �� � ¡����2�����������õ}������/�������2}Ò����}���}����2}��S�ûú ñ'ü �	������'����}�����{����+�2{�}N}������,������}N�,����������,������'��~�~ � ����Ô�����ý�������B���]��{�} �/þ ~�}��/}'~��

Looking at the results in Table 3, we see that the model predicts that on an-
nouncement days the excess returns are significantly higher than on non-announcement
days. The coefficient estimates corresponding to the announcement dummy can
be interpreted as the estimates for the announcement risk premia. The fact that
asset prices respond to pre-announced news is evidence against the efficient market
hypothesis. If market prices fully reflect all information, then these pre-announced
news would not be news at all. The announcement effects on the level of the
conditional means of bond returns are very similar to those usually found in the
literature (see, e.g., Jones, Lamont and Lumsdaine, 1998). ÿ Before discussing the
results of estimating the covariance model, it is interesting to see if there is a rela-
tion between the unexpected excess returns (the residuals from the mean equation)
and the announcement days. Figure 2 shows that there is a distinct effect of an-
nouncements on the unexpected returns. Most extreme residuals are associated
with announcements.� ¬ {����,�����������n}'�í� ¤������ ¡���×�2{�}:�/��{�}'�[{������Ñý������7��{����[��}�~�}'�/�n}'����Ð]���������}'��������+�,���}�ß������2}:���/��������0��,���2}��#ßB����{N{���Ô�{�}��]�¦�����Ò��}'���������]���N�������������}'��}'���B��� � ���
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Figure 2: Residuals of the Mean Equation
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3.3 Estimation Results

This section provides the empirical results of applying the multivariate model,
which incorporates announcement effects to the US Treasury and stock market.
Because we only consider two assets (or asset classes) at the time, say 1 and 2, the
ADC model can be written in a more comprehensible way. The equations (2) - (6)
simplify to:

h ����� � = θ ����� �
h ����� � = θ ����� �
h �	��� � = ρ �	� 
 θ ����� � 
 θ ����� � + φ �	� θ �	��� � (7)
θ ���� � = ω ��� + ω ���� I �� + b �� H ����� b� + a �	�� ε ����� ε ������ a �� + g �	�� ε ������ ε ������ � g �� for all i, j = 1, 2,

where b � , a �� = a � + a �� I ������ , g �� = g � + g �� I ������ , i = 1, 2 are 2× 1 vectors and ω �� , ω ���
are scalars, while ε �� is a 2× 1 vector with elements ε ���� � = min[0, ε ��� � ]. Remember
that I �� is one if there is pre-announced macroeconomic news at time t and zero
otherwise.

3.3.1 Dynamic Volatility in Bond Markets: 1 and 10 Year Treasury
Bond

First, we consider the time-varying volatility in bond markets. More specifically,
we study the interaction between 1 and 10 year Treasury bonds. In order to
forecast the impact of announcements on the conditional bond market volatility,
we estimate the ADC specification with and without announcement effects. The
results are presented in Table 4. Let us briefly comment on the results. The
time-series behavior of the conditional covariance between bond returns is partly
determined by the time-series behavior of the conditional variances, but is mainly
determined by the time-varying covariance. � The estimates of the lagged volatility
parameters b ��� and b ��� are around 0.96 and highly statistically significant. This
implies a high volatility clustering.����� �"!$#	!�%'&)()*+%-,/.0.01 23#	&)!546,/�	, 78!-#"!��:9<;�=>*0(6?@*+%-,/#"!�A:#	�CBD&<,/#E!�F@#	!-(G#E#H&)!I%��KJ/,L�H*0,L(6%�!$MN!-#�BO!�!-(P#�BQ�, A"A	!-#HA8*0A:�H!�.R,L#"!�?P#	�S#H&)!I, AHA�!-#�T AE*0(<?@*J@*0?)U<,/.QJ/,L�H*0,/(6%�!�A�V�W ;H; , (<?XW =	=ZY BD&)*.0!�[ ;�= *0(6?@*+%-,L#	!�A8#	�CBD&<, #!�F)#"!�(\#]#	&)*0A^%�, (SMN!_,L#H#"�"*0M<U<#"!�?S#"�`W ;�= acb &<!E!�A"#	*7_,/#	!�?d%��G!�ef%-*!�(G#'Ahg+�Z�^9);�=8?@*ij!��]A	*0k/()*0l<%-, (\#	.1`gm�"� 7
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Table 4: Estimation Results: Conditional Covariance Between the 1 and
10 Year Treasury Bond v:w>xzyX{6|c} ~ v8wfx�y�{N|�}L~��q�R����v:�c�3�

�t� ���R�d� �-} �<��|3� �t��� � �t� ���m�S�Z��} �6��|3� �t�-� �
9<;�= � � �<�@�)� � � �<�G�)� � ��� �G�@�)� � � �)�G�)�[�;�= � ��� � � �6� � � �<�<�@� � � �@�6�@�G� � � �6�\�)�
� ;H;K���Q -¡ ¡ ¡\¢ £c¤�£6¥\¦<§@¨ £c¤�£j©<©/ª «D£c¤�£@£<£@¬ £j¤�£c©/ª)£
s®�¯Z° �Q -¡ ¡ ¡\¢ £j¤R©Z±@¦)£ £c¤R©/£<¬j© £c¤�£@¦)²)¦ £j¤R© ¦@±)£
 ¯H¯ ° �Q -¡ ¡ ¡\¢ ²�¤R© ¬@¦@ª<¨ ©)¤�£<§j©/ª ³j¤0§6© ±@³)¨ ©@¤�¬@²)¬)£
s´®H® ° �Q -¡ ¡ ¡\¢ ¤ ¤ £j¤�²)³)ª@ª)¨ £j¤R© ¦<§G¦
 ´®�¯ ° �Q -¡ ¡ ¡\¢ ¤ ¤ ©)¤R©/¬<±@¬ ©@¤�£c©/£)³
s´¯H¯ ° �Q -¡ ¡ ¡\¢ ¤ ¤ ±c¤§Z²6¬<¥ ±j¤�±)£j©)©
µ ®	® £c¤�ª)¬@¦@±<¨ £c¤�£@£<±@¦ £j¤�ª@¬6§Z²<¨ £j¤�£)£@ª)¬µ ®�¯ £j¤�£<£j© ± £c¤�£@£�©@© «D£c¤�£@£<£@³ £j¤�£)£j©/²µ ¯	¯ £c¤�ª)¦@¦@±<¨ £c¤�£@£<¬@£ £j¤�ª@¦)£<¥G¨ £j¤�£)£@¬)ª
¶6®H® £c¤�³)£@³@¬<¨ £c¤�£@³<¦G² £j¤�³@³c©/±)¨ £j¤�£)³@±)¬
¶G¯-® £j¤¥<¥\£)³ £c¤R©/¦<¬@³ £c¤¥\£N¥@§ £j¤R© ª@±c©
¶ ®�¯ «D£c¤�£c©@©Z¥@¨ £c¤�£@£<³@¦ «D£c¤�£@£<¬@± £j¤�£)£G²<¦
¶G¯H¯ £c¤R©\§\±@¬<¨ £c¤�£<¥<§\¦ £j¤0¥\³@²)ª)¨ £j¤�£6¥@§G¬
¶G´ ®H® ¤ ¤ «t£j¤�©/±c©/£)¨ £j¤�£)¦<¥\²
¶G´¯-® ¤ ¤ «q©@¤�©/¦c©/³)¨ £j¤·²<¬@³)±
¶G´ ®�¯ ¤ ¤ «D£c¤�£@£<³@ª £j¤�£)£<§G£
¶G´¯H¯ ¤ ¤ «D£c¤�£G²6³@¬ £j¤�£)¦@£)ª
¸ ®H® «t£j¤R©<©@© ± £c¤R©@©Z£@ª «D£c¤R©Z¥@¬j© £j¤R© ¬@ª)¦
¸ ¯-® «D£c¤§GªG²)¦<¨ £c¤�³@¦<¬<§ «D£c¤¥\±N¥\ª £j¤§G¦@ª)³
¸@®�¯ £j¤�£�©@©)© £c¤�£j©<©@© £c¤�£<¥@£G² £j¤�£c©/£)¦
¸ ¯H¯ £c¤R© ¦<¥\³<¨ £c¤�£@¬�©Z§ «D£c¤�£j©Z±<¥ £j¤R©)©Z¥G£
¸G´®H® ¤ ¤ «D£c¤�£@¦<£@ª £j¤R© ª@£6§
¸G´¯-® ¤ ¤ £c¤R©Z¥<§\¦ £j¤�±)ªG²�©
¸G´®�¯ ¤ ¤ «D£c¤�£@£<±@³ £j¤�£c©/³)±
¸G´¯H¯ ¤ ¤ «D£c¤�£@¦<¦G² £j¤R© ³@ª)ª
¹oºG»C¹½¼R¾@¿ ÀR¼RÁ�º6ºNÂ ¦jÃm©@©Z§N¤¥G± ¦jÃR©G§6©)¤�³@£
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Looking at the effects of announcements, we see that the level of conditional
volatility is higher on announcement days than on non-announcement days (the
estimates for the w ú -parameters are positive). Note that only the estimate for w úû�û
is statistically different from zero at the 5 percent level. This is in accordance
with Jones, Lamont and Lumsdaine (1998), Fleming and Remolona (1999b) and
Christiansen (2000) who find that the reaction to macroeconomic announcements
is strongest for the 2-year bond and, subsequently, declining for longer maturi-
ties. Next, we look at the effects of announcements when the magnitude of the
announcement is known: the news effect. It is of interest whether the persistency
of announcement shocks differs from regular shocks. The estimates for a ú û�û and
a ú ü�û , the parameters that measure if the degree of persistency of announcement
shocks is different than for other shocks, are significantly different from zero at
the 5 percent level. Moreover, a joint test (not presented here) revealed that the
a ú ý·ý -parameters are jointly significant at conventional significance levels. This indi-
cates that the persistency of announcement shocks is different from regular shocks.
It is more complicated to see whether the persistency is lower or higher. This is
due to the non-linear nature of the covariance model, which makes the estimates
more difficult to interpret. We can however determine the impact by looking at
the difference between the effect on announcement and non-announcement days
for identical shocks, such that regular shocks have an impact on the variance of
asset 1 of a ü û�û + 2a û�û a û	ü + a ü û	ü = (a û�û + a û	ü ) ü on a non-announcement day and
(a û�û + a ú û�û + a ûHü + a ú û	ü ) ü for an announcement day. From the results in Table 4, we
obtain for the 1 year bond that the estimated impact on announcement days is
(0.3318 − 0.1810− 0.0058− 0.0039) ü = 0.0199 whereas the corresponding impact
on non-announcement days is (0.3318 − 0.0058) ü = 0.1062, such that announce-
ments shocks on 1 year bonds are less persistent than regular shocks. The fact
that the persistency of announcement shocks do not tend to persist suggests that
announcement shocks do not cause the high degree of persistency observed in the
government bond market. Furthermore, our findings suggest that the bond market
learns the implications of macroeconomic announcements quicker than other infor-
mation. On the other hand, the announcement shocks seem to result in a higher
than average persistency for 10 year bonds. This is mainly caused by the high
spill-over effect of shocks in the 1 year bond returns. This is a novel result, and
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could not be found using other volatility models that do not allow for a general
volatility model including spillover effects.

Looking at the differences between positive and negative announcement shocks,
we see that the estimates for the asymmetric announcement effects are not individ-
ually significantly different from zero. Also, a test showed that the g úý·ý -parameters
jointly, were not significant from zero at the 5% significance level. While Li and
Engle (1998) and Christiansen (2000) find that persistence is significantly stronger
after bad news is released than after good news, we do not find this. Thus negative
announcement shocks do not have a significantly larger impact on the subsequent
bond market volatility than positive announcement shocks. More importantly,
after including announcement dummies, none of the estimates of the asymmetry
parameter-vectors g and g ú is individually significant anymore. This confirms our
hypothesis that announcement effects are for a large part responsible for asymmet-
ric volatility in Treasury bond markets.

Figure 3: News Impact Surfaces for the Conditional Variance of 1 Year
Treasury Bond Returns With and Without Macroeconomic Announce-
ment Effects
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Because the obtained estimated coefficients are not easily interpreted, it is often
more helpful to consider plots in which the reactions to return shocks are given.
To visualize the reactions to bond market shocks, let us pay attention to the news
impact surfaces in Figures 3 - 5. These are bivariate generalizations of Engle and
Ng’s (1993) news impact curves. Figure 3 shows that the surfaces of the conditional
variance of the 1 year Treasury bond return are quite symmetric. Consistent with
term structure modeling, we find that shocks in the 10 year bond returns do not
influence the conditional variances of the 1 year bond. However, shocks in the 1
year bond return do influence the conditional variance of the 10 year bond return
(see Figure 4). Note that, by construction, the second and third plot only differ
by a constant level. Thus, the shapes are exactly the same. The only notable
asymmetry arises in the last plot. The steepness of the conditional covariance a day
after the announcement, i.e. when the magnitude of the announcement is known,
is less than the ones on other days. This reflects the lower than average persistency
of announcement shocks. Moreover, the conditional covariance is asymmetric with
respect to 1 year bond shocks. That indicates that if news turns out to be worse
than expected, the volatility becomes relatively high, while if the news is better
than expected the variance of the 1 year bonds remains moderate. We refer to this
effect as the news effect.

Figure 4 shows news impact surfaces of the conditional 10 year bond variance.
We clearly see in the first plot that a return shock in the 1 year bond and the
10 year bond in the same direction (both positive or negative), and of the same
magnitude, do not have an identical impact on the conditional variance. Negative
1 year bond shocks are followed by much higher variances than positive 1 year bond
shocks. The other three plots are roughly symmetric. This means that only the
model without macroeconomic announcements exhibits asymmetries in volatility.
Once asymmetries are introduced, the news impact surfaces become symmetric.
Note that the higher than average persistency of announcement shocks (cf. Table
4) is reflected in the relatively high steepness of the conditional covariance a day
after the announcement.

Finally, Figure 5 presents the news impact surfaces for the conditional covari-
ance between bond returns. The first plot shows that the conditional covariance
is asymmetric according to the model without macroeconomic announcements.
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Figure 4: News Impact Surfaces for the Conditional Variance of 10 Year
Treasury Bond Returns With and Without Macroeconomic Announce-
ment Effects

Negative shocks in the short bond returns especially result in high conditional co-
variance. After introducing announcement effects into the volatility model, the
news impact surfaces of the conditional covariance are much more symmetric. The
decomposition of the shocks in announcement, non-announcements and news ef-
fects leads to more symmetric news impact curves. Finally, note that the steepness
of the conditional covariance a day after the announcement is lower than on other
days, suggesting that the persistency of announcement shocks on the covariance
between the 1 and 10 year bond is low.

3.3.2 Dynamic Volatility in Stock Markets: S&P 500 and NASDAQ
Index

In this subsection we examine whether macroeconomic announcement shocks have
a significant impact on conditional stock market volatility, and we study the inter-
relation between these announcement shocks with asymmetric volatility in stock
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Table 5: Estimation Results: Conditional Covariance Between the NAS-
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Figure 5: News Impact Surfaces for the Conditional Covariance between 1
and 10 Year Treasury Bond Returns With and Without Macroeconomic
Announcement Effects

markets. Moreover, we examine whether stock prices are less affected by macro-
economic news than bond prices. The estimation results of the covariance between
S&P 500 and NASDAQ returns (see Table 5) show that the estimates for the dum-
mies on announcement days are very high and all significantly different from zero.
Thus announcement days are associated with higher stock market volatility. These
results confirm the findings of Bomfim (2000) and Flannery and Protopapadakis
(2002). Next, announcement shocks do not seem to be very persistent. All the
individual estimates considering the announcement shocks (a «¬4 and g «¬4 , i, j = 1, 2 )
are not significantly different from zero. In addition, tests showed that each of the
set of parameters (a « ®B® and g «®B® ) were not jointly significant at conventional levels.
Thus, announcement shocks are not more persistent than regular shocks, which
suggests that the stock market does not incorporate the implications of macro-
economic announcement news any slower than other information. Further, in line
with many empirical studies we find that the conditional variance and covariance
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of stock returns are asymmetric in response to good and bad news (see also, e.g.,
Kroner and Ng, 1998). The estimation results further show that, in contrast with
regular shocks, negative announcements do not affect stock market volatility more
than positive announcements. Thus negative announcement shocks do not have
a significantly larger impact on the subsequent volatility than positive announce-
ment shocks. A possible explanation is that macroeconomic news is not necessarily
more important or more influential than firm-specific news in stock markets. We
know that volatility mainly responses asymmetrically after big shocks, i.e. very
good or very bad news. These big shocks we observe in the stock market are usu-
ally not related to macroeconomic news. On the other hand, in bond markets,
macroeconomic news is the most important source of news, such that big shifts in
bond prices are typically related to macroeconomic news.

4 Discriminating Between Announcements
The results in Section 3 are based on the restriction that the three announcements,
PPI, EMP and FOMC, have identical impact on conditional volatility. One might
argue that allowing explicitly for different sources of announcements would be more
appropriate because especially PPI and EMP announcements are reported to have
strong impact on bond market volatility (see, e.g., Fleming and Remolona, 1999a,
Jones, Lamont and Lumsdaine, 1998, and Balduzzi, Elton and Green, 2001), while
the announcements on short-term interest rate decisions made by the FOMC seems
the most influential announcement in the stock market (see, e.g., Bomfim, 2000).
Therefore, it is an interesting question to examine whether FOMC announcements
really differ from PPI and EMP announcements. ¯

Table 6 and 7 presents some summary statistics for the excess returns on (and
around) PPI and EMP announcement days and FOMC announcement days re-
spectively. Table 6 shows that on PPI and EMP announcement days all means,
covariances and correlations are larger than on non-announcement days (see Ta-
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ÓÔ´9ÈÉ¹�À5½
´%À�²¡ÓEº�ÈÉÁ7²�´%»JÀ�³ÖÕG×�Ø�Ø�Ù�ÚT½7Ã�´9½ÄTÄ�±o´9À�²�Å�Æ�ÄÛ´�À�À�¹�º�À�¾h³LÈÉ³�À,½²�´�¶5Á�Ê�Âk¹0²0º�¾h³ZÐ�³LÂk¶¡ÁM»�ÈÉ»Cµ�´9Â�Èq³L´%À�Á�´�À�²
Ák½7´%À�²�´%Â7²�²0³hÐ0»�´9½k»J¹�À�ÁL·ÜÁkº�¾7Ã�½GÃ�´9½�¸<³ÉÍ�¹%µ�µC¹�¸�Ò�¹�À�³�Áh·ÜÓÔ´%ÈÉ¹%À5½Z´%À�²�ÓEº�ÈÉÁ7²�´%»JÀ�³¡Õk×LØ�Ø�Ù,Ú´%À�²RÊ.¹5¹%µ�½GÃ�³LÁG³
´%À�À�¹�º�À�¾h³LÈ	³LÀ5½�²�´�¶5Á�Ï
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Table 6: Summary Statistics for Stock and Bond Excess Returns Around
Labour Market Announcement DaysÝ�Þ ÄÛß9à�à áâ Ý5ã âä ×Z¶,Â�Ì�¹�À�² ×Là	¶5ÂoÌ�¹�À�²

Äå´�À�³�µ
â§æ�ÄPÄ�±<´9À�²¡ÅTÆ�Äç´%À�À�¹�º�À�¾h³LÈÉ³�À5½�²�´�¶0Á\Õ/è,ß�é\¹�Ì�Á�Ï4Ú
Æ�³L´9À à0ÏBà�é9Ø�× à0Ï�×LÙ�×�à à0ÏBà0×�ê�ë à5ÏBà,ß9Ø�ì
Ý ½G².Ï ã ³hÐ*Ï ×%Ï�×�é9ì%è ×%ÏBê9è5Ù9à à0Ï�×�à�×�ì à5ÏBì�ê�ê�Ø
Æ�»CÀ5º�È§º�È íoì0Ï4é%é%ë9è íoì0Ï(ë5×9ß%ß íoà0ÏBê%ê�Ø%ì íë,Ï è5é%Ù0×
ÆR´�î�»CÈ§º�È è�Ï4é%ß%ë�é é,Ï(Ù�ß%ì�é à0Ï è�Ù�ì0× ë,Ï è5ß�ß9ì

ï ¹�Ð9´�Âk»�´%À�¾�³LÁo´�À�²�ð\ñ*ò�ò9ó5ô/õ5ö9÷�ñ*øúù
Ý�Þ ÄÛß9à�à ×%ÏBê�Ù%à�Ù ×%Ï(ë�ß%Ø�é à0ÏBà�ë�Ø�é à5Ï(ë%ì,é�ß
á�â Ý5ã âä ûÜüJý�þ�ÿ�� ×%Ï(Ù5×�ê0× à0ÏBà0×�ê%ê à5Ï�×�ß9à,ß
×}¶5ÂoÌ*¹�À�² ûÜü����*þ�� ûEüJû*þ�ý�� à0ÏBà0×�à%ê à5ÏBà,ß9ê�×
×LàÉ¶�Â�Ì*¹%À*² ûÜü�����þ�� ûEü
	�ý�ÿ�� ûEü�����ÿ	 à5Ï è�à�×Là
Äå´�À�³�µ���æÜ×Z²�´�¶��<Å������ÅçÄ�Ä�±�´%À�²¡Å�ÆRÄ�´�À�À�¹�º�À�¾h³LÈ	³LÀ5½<²�´�¶5Á
Æ�³L´9À íoà0ÏBà�ë9è�ê à0ÏBà9è0ß9Ù à0ÏBà%à5é�Ø à5ÏBà%è,ë�Ù
Ý ½G².Ï ã ³hÐ*Ï à0ÏBØ%ê%è5é ×%Ï(ë�é%ì�é à0ÏBà�é%ê�ß à5Ï è5ß�ß9ê
Æ�»CÀ5º�È§º�È í<è�Ï(Ù5×Là�Ø íé,ÏBà�é9è�× íoà0ÏBê0×Lè%è íZ×9Ï4ß5×�é�é
ÆR´�î�»CÈ§º�È è�ÏBê%ì�ë9è Ù5ÏBØ%à�Ø%Ø à0Ï4é%ß%Ø%ì ê5Ï4ß�è�ì%è

ï ¹�Ð9´�Âk»�´%À�¾�³LÁo´�À�²�ð\ñ*ò�ò9ó5ô/õ5ö9÷�ñ*øúù
Ý�Þ ÄÛß9à�à à0Ï(Ù�é5×�é à0Ï(Ù�é9è�Ø à0ÏBà0×�à0× à5Ï�×�ë0×�é
á�â Ý5ã âä ûÜüJý������ ×%ÏBì�ë�ì9è à0ÏBà%à�è�ê à5ÏBà,é%Ù%ê
×}¶5ÂoÌ*¹�À�² ûÜü�	��.ý�� ûEüJû����*ý à0ÏBà%à5ß�è à5ÏBà�ë%ì�à
×LàÉ¶�Â�Ì*¹%À*² ûÜü�����ÿ*ý ûEü
	�����û ûEü�ý*ý�þ*û à5Ï(ë%à�ì�Ù
Äå´�À�³�µ ï æÜ×Z²�´�¶¥â����oÅ�� Ä�ÄP±T´%À�²¿ÅPÆ�Äç´%À�À�¹�º�À�¾�³�ÈÉ³�À,½�²�´�¶,Á
Æ�³L´9À à0ÏBà0×Lê�ì íoà0Ï�×%×�ê�Ù íoà0ÏBà%à�à9è à5ÏBà�à�Ù9è
Ý ½G².Ï ã ³hÐ*Ï ×%Ï è�à�×Lê ×%Ï è,ß%ì�ë à0ÏBà�é�ß9Ù à5Ï è5ß%Ù%ê
Æ�»CÀ5º�È§º�È íë9à0Ï è,ß9Ø�Ù íZ×%×%Ï è�à5ß9ë íoà0ÏBê�ë,ß�ì íZ×9Ï(Ù%ê%è�ì
ÆR´�î�»CÈ§º�È ß,ÏBà9è�Ø�à ß,ÏBØ%ì,Ù5× à0Ï4ß�à�Ø%à ×9Ï(Ù%ì�à�à

ï ¹�Ð9´�Âk»�´%À�¾�³LÁo´�À�²�ð\ñ*ò�ò9ó5ô/õ5ö9÷�ñ*øúù
Ý�Þ ÄÛß9à�à ×%ÏBØ�ß9Ø�ê ×%Ï4ß�Ø5ß�ì íoà0ÏBà%à�ê9è à5ÏBà�Ù%ì�ë
á�â Ý5ã âä ûÜüJý����*ý ë5Ï�×%×�ì%à íoà0ÏBà%à�ê%Ø à5ÏBà%è�ê�Ø
×}¶5ÂoÌ*¹�À�² íûÜüCû������ íûEüJû�����	 à0ÏBà%à5ß%é à5ÏBà�ë�ß9ê
×LàÉ¶�Â�Ì*¹%À*² ûÜü�	����*ÿ ûEüJû*ÿ���þ ûEü�ý���û�� à5Ï(ë%à�Ø,ß
� �"!$#&%(' Ý º�ÈqÈÉ´%ÂG¶ZÁG½G´%½G»JÁG½k»�¾�ÁúÍ�¹�ÂÔ½GÃ�³T³hî�¾h³�Á7ÁúÂk³�½Gº�ÂGÀ�¹%À�½7Ã�³ Ý0Þ Ä ß9à�à
»JÀ�²0³hîE·�½GÃ�³�á�â Ý5ã âä ï ¹�È	Ê*¹�ÁG»J½k³�»JÀ�²0³hî
·�½GÃ�³�×�¶�³�´9Â)�ÔÂk³�´�ÁMº�Âk¶�Ì�¹�À�²´�À�²¡½7Ã�³Ö×LàÖ¶%³L´�Â��ÔÂk³L´�Ákº�Âk¶¡Ì�¹�À�²¡Í/¹%Â�½GÃ�³\Ê.³�Âk»J¹0²�Ò�´�À,º�´9ÂG¶¿è�·ú×LØ�Ù�ë
* âº�Î�º�Ák½�ê�×�·�ë�à%à�×9Ï�âµJµEÂ7³�½kº�ÂkÀ�Áo´�Âk³\²�´9»CµJ¶�Â7³h½7º�ÂkÀ*Á<»CÀ�Ê*³�Â�¾�³�À5½7´%Î%³�ÁÕËÁk³L³Pâ�Ê�Ê*³�À�²0»4î�â}Ú�Ï"�T¹�µJ²�À,º�È�Ì*³�Â�ÁÔ´9Â7³P½7Ã�³�¾h¹�ÂGÂG³�µ�´%½k»J¹�À§¾�¹5³,+É¾�»C³LÀ5½GÁ�Ï
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Table 7: Summary Statistics for Stock and Bond Excess Returns Around
FOMC Announcement DaysÝ�Þ ÄÛß9à�à á�â Ý0ã âä ×}¶5ÂoÌ*¹�À�² ×�à	¶5ÂoÌ.¹%À�²

Äå´9À�³LµEâ\æ��-��Æ ï ´%À�À�¹�º�À�¾�³LÈÉ³�À5½�²�´�¶0Á\ÕM×�ß�é�¹�Ì�ÁhÏ(Ú
Æ�³�´9À à5Ï(ë%à%è�è à0ÏJ×�ë%Ù%Ø à�Ï à�×�ê�ê à0Ï à�Ø�é%ë
Ý ½7².Ï ã ³hÐ.Ï à5ÏBØ,ß�ß9à ×%ÏJ×�Ø%Ø�à à�Ï à�ì%à�× à0Ï è�×�ì�ë
Æ�»JÀ�»JÈ�º�È íë,Ï è5ß�é�é íoè�ÏBÙ�×�ì�ì íoà�ÏJ×�ë�è,Ù íZ×%ÏJ×�×%×�Ù
Æ�´�î0»JÈ�º�È ë,Ï(Ù�é�é9Ø ê0Ï ê�è�Ù9è à�Ï ê�à%ì,ß ×%Ï è,Ø�é%Ù

ï ¹�Ð9´�Âk»�´%À�¾�³LÁo´�À�²�ð\ñ*ò�ò9ó5ô/õ5ö9÷�ñ*øúù
Ý0Þ Ä ß9à�à à5ÏBØ�à�ì�ë à0ÏBÙ,ß�à�Ù à�Ï à�à%Ø�Ø à0ÏJ×9ß�Ø�ê
á�â Ý5ã âä ûÜüJý��.ý�� ×%Ï è5ë%Ù%ê à�Ï à�à%ì�Ø à0ÏJ×�ë5×�×
×}¶5ÂoÌ�¹�À�² ûÜü�	�ý��.ý ûÜüCû*þ�ÿ�� à�Ï à�à%ê�ì à0Ï à�×�ì%è
×�à	¶5ÂoÌ.¹%À�² ûÜü.�.û���� ûÜü�������� ûÜüCÿ*ÿ�	�� à0ÏJ×9é9ë0×
Äå´9À�³Lµ��æE×\²�´�¶/�<Å����0�Å1����Æ ï ´9À�À�¹�º�À�¾h³LÈÉ³�À5½�²�´�¶5Á
Æ�³�´9À à5Ï�×Là�ì�ì í�à0Ï à,ë�ß%Ù íoà�Ï à�×hè�ì í�à0Ï à�à%ì,é
Ý ½7².Ï ã ³hÐ.Ï à5ÏBØ�×�è�ê ×%ÏBë%è�à�ì à�ÏJ×�à�ß�é à0Ï è0ß�à,ß
Æ�»JÀ�»JÈ�º�È íë,ÏBê�Ø%è�è í�ê0Ï Ø�ì%Ø�Ù íoà�Ï Ø�ê%à�ì íë5ÏBë�Ù9à�ì
Æ�´�î0»JÈ�º�È ë,Ï(Ù%ì�à�× ß,Ï(é%ì�ß9à à�ÏBë�ê0×�Ù ×%Ï(é�ë9Ø�ë

ï ¹�Ð9´�Âk»�´%À�¾�³LÁo´�À�²�ð\ñ*ò�ò9ó5ô/õ5ö9÷�ñ*øúù
Ý0Þ Ä ß9à�à à5Ï(Ù%ê�à,ß à0ÏBÙ,é�ê�à à�Ï à�×�é9à à0ÏJ×9ß%é9à
á�â Ý5ã âä ûÜüJý*ý��.ÿ ×%Ï(ß�ë9Ø�ê à�Ï à�à%Ø�× à0ÏJ×�ë9Ø,ß
×}¶5ÂoÌ�¹�À�² ûÜü�	�ý�ý�� ûÜüCû*ÿ�þ�þ à�Ï à�×%×�× à0Ï à�ê%ì�Ù
×�à	¶5ÂoÌ.¹%À�² ûÜü�������� ûÜü�������	 ûÜüJý*ý�ý�ÿ à0ÏBë�à0×�é
Äå´9À�³Lµ ï æÜ×Z²�´�¶�â2���oÅ��3�-��Æ ï ´%À�À�¹�º�À�¾�³�ÈÉ³�À,½�²�´�¶,Á
Æ�³�´9À à5Ï�×Là�ê�ë à0ÏJ×Lè,é%ë à�Ï à�×Lë%ì à0Ï à�ê�é9à
Ý ½7².Ï ã ³hÐ.Ï à5ÏBØ�Ù%ê,é ×%ÏBë�ê�ë�ë à�Ï à�ì0×�Ù à0Ï è0ß�è�Ø
Æ�»JÀ�»JÈ�º�È í�ê5Ï�×�è�à�Ø í�é,ÏJ×�ê%Ø�Ù íoà�ÏBë�à%ì�Ø íZ×%Ï Ø5é�è,Ù
Æ�´�î0»JÈ�º�È ê5Ï(ë�é9à�× ê0ÏBÙ�ì�é9ê à�Ï ê�ê0×LØ ×%ÏBë�ë5×�Ù

ï ¹�Ð9´�Âk»�´%À�¾�³LÁo´�À�²�ð\ñ*ò�ò9ó5ô/õ5ö9÷�ñ*øúù
Ý0Þ Ä ß9à�à à5ÏBØ�ì�×�ß à0Ï Ø�ê%ê�Ù à�Ï à�à%ì�à à0ÏJ×�×�ß�è
á�â Ý5ã âä ûÜüJý*ý���� ×%Ï(ß%à�Ù�Ù íoà�Ï à�à�ß9ê à0Ï à�ê�ë�ß
×}¶5ÂoÌ�¹�À�² ûÜüCû*þ��*þ íûÜüCû.ý�û�� à�Ï à�à%ê�Ù à0Ï à,ë9à,ß
×�à	¶5ÂoÌ.¹%À�² ûÜü�����þ�� ûÜüCû������ ûÜüJý�����ý à0ÏBë�à�ß9ì
� �"!$#&%(' Ý º�ÈqÈÉ´%ÂG¶ZÁG½G´%½G»JÁG½k»�¾�ÁúÍ�¹�ÂÔ½GÃ�³T³hî�¾h³�Á7ÁúÂk³�½Gº�ÂGÀ�¹%À�½7Ã�³ Ý0Þ Ä ß9à�à
»JÀ�²0³hîE·�½GÃ�³�á�â Ý5ã âä ï ¹�È	Ê*¹�ÁG»J½k³�»JÀ�²0³hî
·�½GÃ�³�×�¶�³�´9Â)�ÔÂk³�´�ÁMº�Âk¶�Ì�¹�À�²´�À�²¡½7Ã�³Ö×LàÖ¶%³L´�Â��ÔÂk³L´�Ákº�Âk¶¡Ì�¹�À�²¡Í/¹%Â�½GÃ�³\Ê.³�Âk»J¹0²�Ò�´�À,º�´9ÂG¶¿è�·ú×LØ�Ù�ë
* âº�Î�º�Ák½�ê�×�·�ë�à%à�×9Ï�âµJµEÂ7³�½kº�ÂkÀ�Áo´�Âk³\²�´9»CµJ¶�Â7³h½7º�ÂkÀ*Á<»CÀ�Ê*³�Â�¾�³�À5½7´%Î%³�ÁÕËÁk³L³Pâ�Ê�Ê*³�À�²0»4î�â}Ú�Ï"�T¹�µJ²�À,º�È�Ì*³�Â�ÁÔ´9Â7³P½7Ã�³�¾h¹�ÂGÂG³�µ�´%½k»J¹�À§¾�¹5³,+É¾�»C³LÀ5½GÁ�Ï
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ble 1). The mean on the S&P 500 index return is considerably higher on FOMC
announcement days than on PPI and EMP announcement days: 0.20% vs. 0.08%
(Table 7), whereas the mean on non-announcement days is only 0.04% (see Table
1). The NASDAQ returns are on average highest on PPI and EMP announcement
days: 0.18%, while the mean return is 0.13% on FOMC announcement days and
0.01% on other days. Obviously, FOMC announcements have a greater impact
on stocks in the S&P 500 than stocks in the NASDAQ. Next, we see that the
mean of the 1 year bond returns are basically the same for both announcement
types, whereas the mean of the 10 year bond returns are especially high on FOMC
announcement days. Finally, note that for both types of announcements the corre-
lation coefficients are similar, but remain larger than on non-announcement days.
Therefore, diversification among asset classes seems less beneficial at times the
investor needs it the most.

Looking at the summary statistics one day before the announcement, we see
that there is no notable difference in the standard deviation of returns after dis-
criminating between the announcements. Only the standard deviation of the 10
year government bond is strikingly high one day before FOMC announcements.
Especially in the stock market we find indication for a “calm before the storm” ef-
fect. The standard deviation of the stock returns are quite different for days after
labor market and FOMC announcements. Contrary to labor market announce-
ments, the results indicate that the shocks on FOMC announcement days generate
a relatively low persistent volatility in the stock market.

In order to predict the impact of the different announcements on the condi-
tional volatility, we make two changes to the model. First, we include two dummy
variables in the mean equation. One dummy that is equal to one on PPI and EMP
announcement days and a second one that is equal to one on FOMC announce-
ment days. Second, we let parameter vectors a

45 and g
45 measure the impact of

PPI and EMP announcements, while a
65 and g

65 measure the impact of FOMC
announcements in equation (6).

In Table 8 we present the estimates for mean equation (cf. Table 3). This table
shows that the two types of announcements have different effects on the excess
returns. For all indices, except the NASDAQ index, the FOMC announcements
have a larger impact than PPI and EMP announcements. Note that EMP and
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PPI announcements seem to affect the mean NASDAQ returns considerably.

Table 8: OLS Estimation Results of Equation (1)
7 !8�:9<; =?>A@&;B#(! C2�AD�EF=G>A@&;"#,!áâ Ý0ã âä Ý�Þ Ä ß9à%à ×}¶5ÂoÌ.¹%À�² ×�àÉ¶,Â�Ì*¹%À�²

H<I&J8KLKMH�NLOQP3KQR à0Ï�×�Ø�è,ßBS à�Ï à%ì5ß9ë à5ÏBà�×�à%è�S à�Ï à9è0ß,×
Ý ½�².ÏPÅ�Â7Âk¹�Â à�Ï à�ì,ß�ì à�Ï à�ß�é%é à5ÏBà�à9è5Ù à�Ï à%ê�à%à
H I J8TQULPWVQR à�Ï à�Ù�Ù�ß à0Ï�×�é%ë%Ø�S à5ÏBà�×Lë0×XS à5Ï(à%Ø�×�ÙYS
Ý ½�².ÏPÅ�Â7Âk¹�Â à�ÏJ×Là�×hè à�Ï à�é%Ø9è à5ÏBà�à9è,Ø à�Ï à%ê�è%è
� �"!$#&%(' �<Ã�³½G´%Ì�µC³ÁkÃ�¹�¸Á�³�Ák½G»CÈq´%½G»C¹�ÀqÂk³�Ákº�µJ½GÁP¹%Í
³,Z�º�´�½k»J¹�À�ÕM×9ÚúÍ�¹�Â�½GÃ�³ÁG½k¹0¾�¼§´�À�²Ì*¹�À�²ZÈÖ´9Â7¼%³�½åÁM³LÊ�´%Â7´%½k³LµC¶�Ï-�<Ã�³PÂk³LÎ�ÂG³LÁ7Ák»J¹%À�ÁÔ»CÀ�¾hµJº�²�³�¾h¹%À�ÁG½G´�À,½7Á�·5×�à�µ�´9Î�ÁÔ¹%Í�³hî�¾�³LÁGÁ
Â7³h½7º�ÂkÀ�ÁÔ´�À�²q×�àµJ´�Î�ÁÜ¹�Í�À�³�Î�´%½k»CÐ�³T³�î�¾h³�ÁGÁÔÂk³L½kº�Â7À�Á�Ï[ Ã�»J½k³�ÕM×�Ø�Ù%à�ÚEÁk½7´%À�²�´�ÂG²Z³LÂGÂG¹�Â7Á
´�Âk³ZÊ�Â7³LÁG³hÀ5½7³�²
Ï]\^S<_É»JÀ�²�»J¾L´9½k³�Áo½GÃ�´9½�½kÃ�³\³LÁk½G»JÈq´9½G³Z»�Á�ÁG½G´�½k»�Ák½k»�¾�´%µCµ�¶¥Ák»�Î%À�»JÑ�¾�´�À,½�´�½
½GÃ�³§ß"`©µC³�Ð�³�µËÏ

The estimation results of estimating the conditional volatility models, using two
announcement types, are shown in Table 9. Striking is the difference in the level of
volatility on PPI and EMP announcement days and on FOMC announcement days.
The FOMC announcements do not influence the level of volatility in the stock and
bond market. Another compelling result is that in the stock market the FOMC
announcement shocks are more persistent than other shocks, while the estimation
results without discriminating between the announcements (Table 5) showed that
the announcement shocks were not persistent. Obviously, it is important to allow
that different announcements have a different impact on volatility. We further find
that the response to good and bad PPI and EMP announcement news in the stock
market differ significantly, which is another novel result. Note that the asymme-
tries in variances and covariance do not disappear, such that our conclusion about
the interaction between asymmetries and macroeconomic announcements for the
stock market remains unchanged. Finally, the estimated parameters that govern
the dynamics in bond market volatility are quite similar to the estimations in the
previous section (Table 4). acb Some of the estimates that measure the persistence of
the announcement shocks are individually significant. Volatility on announcement
days does not persist for the short bond, consistent with the immediate incorpo-
ration of information into prices. However, announcement shocks on the 10 year
dce,��Âk¹�È ½GÃ�³�µ�»C¼%³LµC»JÃ�¹5¹0²çÂG´�½k»J¹ ½k³LÁG½GÁ�»CÀ Ý ³L¾�½7»C¹�À ßR¸�³�ÁG³�³�½GÃ�´9½�·o´%½Ö½kÃ�³�ß"` µC³�Ð�³�µ�·�²0»�ÁG¾�Âk»JÈ	»JÀ�´%½k»JÀ�Î

Ì�³L½H¸�³L³�À¡´%À�À�¹�º�À�¾h³LÈÉ³�À5½GÁo²0¹5³�Á<À�¹%½oµJ³L´%²¿»JÀ5½k¹Ö´ÉÁM»�Î%À�»JÑ�¾L´%À5½<Ì*³L½k½G³�ÂoÈq¹,²�³�µEÍ�¹�Âo½kÃ�³}Ì*¹�À�²¿Èq´%ÂG¼�³h½LÏ
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Table 9: Conditional Volatility Estimates>A%f%(#,!hgB' á�â Ý5ã âä ×Z¶,Â�Ì�¹�À�²
>A%f%(#,!�i�' Ý0Þ Ä ß�à�à ×�à	¶5ÂoÌ.¹%À�²

j�k&l<monGpYl<q r�l(sutvj�w&w"txj0k<l<monGpBl(q r�l,sutvj0w&w"t
y�z${ |�}o~B|���|�� |�}�|�����| |�}o~"��|���� |�}�|������� z�{ |�}�����~B��� |�}�|������ |�}�����|�|�� |�}�|������
� zfzX�,���:�"�B��� � ~�}���|���� ��}o~B|���� � |�}.|�|�~B� |�}�|�����|
� z�{Y�,���:�"�B��� � ��}���~"��� ��}o~B��|�� |�}.|�����| |�}��������
� {f{ �,���:�"�B��� � |�}��Y����� ��}o~��Y��| ��}��Y����| ~�}�������~
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government bond seem to persist more than regular shocks. While Christiansen
(2000) asserts that it is highly unlikely, that macroeconomic announcements other
than the most prominent PPI and EMP announcements cause a high degree of
persistency in the government bond market, we find that the announcement made
by the FOMC results in a relatively high degree of persistency in 10 year Treasury
bond returns. None of the estimates that measure asymmetric volatility are indi-
vidually significant at the 5 percent level. Moreover, a joint test corresponding to
the null hypothesis that the announcement asymmetry parameters are zero does
not reject the null at the 5% level. Thus negative macroeconomic announcement
shocks in bond markets do not results in a lower or higher than usual subsequent
volatility
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Figure 6: Conditional (Co)variances and Correlation for the Stock Mar-
ket

Figures 6 and 7 present plots of the conditional (co)variances and correlation
for the bond market as implied by the ADC model, from January until September
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Figure 7: Conditional (Co)variances and Correlation for the Bond Market
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2001. The plus signs indicate PPI and EMP announcement days, while the circles
indicate FOMC announcement days. In the bond market we especially see that
a peak in the variance or covariance goes hand in hand with the timing of an
announcement. Furthermore, we find that the conditional covariance in the bond
market seems to be correlated to the covariance in the stock market. Finally, we
see that the correlations vary considerably over time, which indicates that the gains
of diversifying between assets also varies a lot over time.

In February 1994, the Fed began the practice of announcing changes in its
target for the federal funds rate immediately after FOMC meetings. Since then,
most changes in the Fed’s target for the federal funds rate have been made at the
FOMC meetings. Prior to this, changes in the target were often made between
regularly scheduled meetings. This suggests that FOMC meeting days have become
more important in the eyes of the market participants since February 1994. To
allow for the possibility that the effects of FOMC announcements have a different
impact on the mean return and volatility after February 1994, we include the
dummy, I ì±íî , into the model which takes the value 1 after February 1994 and 0
otherwise. Equation (7) becomes

θ ï�ð&ñ î = ω ï.ð +ω òï�ð I òî +ω óï�ð I óî +ω ó ñ ì±íï�ð I óî I ó ñ ì<íî + b ôï H î$õuö b ð +a ÷^ôï ε î�õuö ε ôî$õuö a ÷ð +g ÷^ôï ε
õî$õuö ε õîcõuö ô g ÷ð

for all i, j = 1, 2, where b ï , a ÷ï = a ï + a òï I òî$õuö + a óï I óî$õuö + a ó ñ ì<íï I óî�õ�ö I ó ñ ì±íî$õuö , g ÷ï = g ï +
g óï I óî$õuö +g óï I óî$õuö +g ó ñ ì±íï I óî$õuö I ó ñ ì<íî�õuö , i = 1, 2 are 2×1 vectors and ω ï�ð , ω òï�ð , ω óï�ð and ω ó ñ ì&íï�ð
are scalars. The results of this exercise ø&ø show that this extension has virtually no
effect on the bond markets. In the stock market, the pre-announcement effects do
not change significantly, but the news effects do. Especially FOMC announcement
shocks in the NASDAQ become less persistence, such that the market learns the
implications of FOMC announcements quicker after 1994.

5 Specification Tests
In this section we perform a number of specification tests to evaluate the adequacy
of the covariance models. First, we test the three different models against each
other: the ADC model, the ADC model with announcements effects (ADC I)
ùfù&úhû�üQý"þ�ÿ³û��������	��
�
������������üLÿ³û�ü��^ü��fü��³þ�
�ÿ��hþ��������^ü���þ�ü��^ÿ��
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and the ADC model in which we discriminate between the announcements (ADC
II). A convenient feature of the models is that they are nested. This permits us to
compare the models using simple likelihood ratio (LR) tests. The LR test statistics,
reported in Table 10, indicate that ADC II best describes the volatility of stock
and bond returns at the 10% level. The ADC model without announcements is
outperformed by the models with announcements at all conventional significance
levels. At the 5% level, ADC II does not significantly outperform ADC I for bond
returns. Obviously, it is especially important for stock returns to discriminate
between announcements.
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Because economic theory does not provide any guidelines for the appropriate

specification of the volatility model, the selection of an appropriate model is es-
sentially an empirical question. In order to validate the multivariate models, we
consider the statistical properties of standardized residuals (ε̌ g/h i = e g1h i / j h g�g1h i ) and
standardized products of residuals (ε̌ g1h i ε̌k h i = e g/h i ek h i /h g k h i ). Table 11 shows a sum-
mery of the diagnostic tests on these residuals. To conserve space, we only report
the standardized residuals of the covariance model in which we discriminate be-
tween the type of announcement (ADC II). ø"l The orthogonality tests, originally
proposed by Nelson (1991), are based on the first moments of the residuals. Table
11 shows that the mean standardized residuals are not significantly different from
zero and that the mean standardized product of residuals are not significantly
different from one. Table 11 also reports Ljung-Box (1978) statistics, carried out
up to lag 24, testing for serial correlation in standardized residuals and standard-
ized products of residuals. We find little evidence of serial correlation in the bond
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market. However, we find strong evidence of serial correlation in the standardized
residuals of the NASDAQ and S&P 500 and in the standardized product of resid-
uals of NASDAQ. ø"¯ This latter result is also found in Dean and Faff (2001), and
their explanation is that “when using daily returns, which are highly leptokurtic
and negatively skewed, it would be unreasonable to expect any empirical model to
completely account for the higher moments in the estimation”.

6 Concluding Remarks
This paper investigates the interaction between announcements and volatility in
stock and bond markets, whether announcement news differ from non-announcement
news, and to what extent asymmetric volatility is explained by macroeconomic an-
nouncements. To this end, we accommodate the Asymmetric Dynamic Covariance
(ADC) model of Kroner and Ng (1998) in such a way that macroeconomic an-
nouncements, which are reported to be very important in Treasury bond markets,
are accounted for. We use daily returns on the S&P 500 index, the NASDAQ
Composite index, a short and a long US Treasury bond, for January 1982 - August
2001. This enables us to examine the effects of macroeconomic announcements on
stock and bond market volatility. We consider the following macroeconomic an-
nouncements: producers price index (PPI) and employment (EMP) reports that
are published monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and Federal Open Mar-
ket Committee (FOMC) announcements involving the target fed funds rate, which
take place eight times a year.

The main empirical findings can be summarized as follows. Consistent with
previous findings, we find that means, unconditional variances and unconditional
covariances are greater on announcement days than on non-announcement days.
Likewise, releases of macroeconomic news also induce common movements in the
stock and bond market, which strengthen the correlations between the returns.
Further, we find moderate support for the “calm before the storm” effect; for
most assets the standard deviation the day before an announcement is lower than
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We strongly reject models that assume that announcements shocks do not differ
from regular shocks. The most important reason that macroeconomic announce-
ment shocks have a different impact on volatility is because they are pre-announced
and regularly scheduled, such that the timing of these announcements is known.
The results indicate that the anticipated conditional variances and covariances are
greater on macroeconomic announcement days, especially on PPI and EMP an-
nouncements. In stock markets, macroeconomic announcements only have a level
effect on conditional volatility, which is in line with the findings of Flannery and
Protopapadakis (2002). However, after discriminating between PPI and EMP an-
nouncements and FOMC announcements, especially FOMC announcement shocks
turn out to be less persistent than regular shocks. The persistency of PPI and EMP
shocks on the stock market does not significantly differ from other shocks. Thus
investors process new information about the target fund rate faster than new infor-
mation about the labor market. Only labor market announcement shocks results in
less asymmetric S&P 500 volatility than regular shocks: a negative announcement
in PPI or EMP yields a lower than usual volatility, resulting in a more symmetric
response to volatility. The other announcement shocks do not result in more or
less asymmetric volatility. Finally, the Treasury bond market results show that
volatility on announcement days does not persist for the short bond, consistent
with the immediate incorporation of information into prices. However, announce-
ment shocks on the 10 year government bond seem to persist more than regular
shocks. This result is remarkably as literature usually finds that macroeconomic
announcement shocks do not persist. The Treasury bond market results also show
that negative macroeconomic announcements do not results in a lower or higher
than usual volatility. After introducing macroeconomic announcements, none of
the asymmetric volatility parameter estimates is individually significant anymore,
while the stock market results show that introducing announcements effects do not
alter the asymmetric stock market volatility. Because volatility mainly responds
asymmetrically after big shocks, and these big shocks observed in the stock mar-
ket are usually not related to macroeconomic news, introducing macroeconomic
announcements has not much influence on the asymmetric stock market volatility.
On the other hand, in bond markets macroeconomic news is the most important
source of news, such that big shifts in bond prices are typically related to macroeco-
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nomic news. Consequently, the asymmetric volatility found in government bond
markets are likely due to misspecification of the volatility model. After including
macroeconomic announcements into the model, the asymmetry disappears.

To come back to Jones, Lamont and Lumsdaine’s (1998) puzzle mentioned
in the introduction, we do not find that stock prices are less affected by macro-
economic news than bond prices. Especially after drawing a distinction between
FOMC and labor market announcements, stocks seem to be more affected than
bonds. Thus the results addressed by McQueen and Roley (1993) that bonds have
a higher variance on announcement days than stocks might be because of model
misspecification.

Much remains for future research. As some industries depend more on macro-
economic factors than others, it is interesting to investigate portfolios of stocks
within various industries. Moreover, as suggested by McQueen and Roley (1993)
and Veronesi (1999) it is likely that the impact of macroeconomic news releases on
stock and bond returns depends on the state of the economy, i.e. whether we are
in a recession or an expansion. Further research may elaborate on these issues in
more detail.
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Appendix A: Calculation of the Returns
We obtained the “daily constant maturity interest rate series” from the federal
reserve bank in Chicago. We have followed the method in Jones, Lamont and
Lumsdaine (1998) to calculate the bond returns. ã*ä The US Treasury bonds have
semi-annual coupon payments, and the coupon on the hypothetical bonds is half
the stated coupon yield. Hence, the price of the bond at the beginning of the
holding period is equal to its face value. We have calculated an end-of-period price
on this bond using the next day’s yield augmented with the accrued interest rate:

P å�æfçeè=é\ê ë�ì×í = î å�æïíðñ[ò í
í
î y åOë(1 + í
î y å�ê ë�ì×í )

ñ
+ 1 + í

î y åOë(1 + í
î y å�ê ë�ì×í ) î

å + # holding days
365 y åCë , (8)

where P å�æfç�è�é\ê ë1ì×í is the end-of-period price of the bond, n is the number of years
the bond is referring to, t is the time and y åOë is the yield of an n-period bond at
time t. The #hd−return, is calculated as

r ë�ì×í = P å�æfç�è�é\ê ë�ì×í − 1. (9)
Finally, the excess returns are calculated using the 3-month interest rate as the
risk free rate that accrues over the holding period, which varies from one to five
days due to weekends and holidays.

r óë�ì×í = r ë�ì×í − # holding days
365 y ô�õ4ö ê ë .

The S&P 500 index data are obtained from Datastream, while the NASDAQ
Composite index data are obtained from the National Association of Security Deal-
ers. The returns on the S&P 500 index and the NASDAQ Composite index are
calculated as

r
ñ åCé ó�÷ ê ë�ì×í = P

ñ å%é ó�÷ ê ë�ì×í − P
ñ å%é ó"÷ ê ëP

ñ åOé ó"÷ ê ë . (10)
Excess returns are calculated by substracting the risk free rate that accrues over
the holding period

r óñ å%é ó�÷ ê ë�ì×í = r
ñ åOé ó"÷ ê ë�ì×í − # holding days

365 y ô&õ�ö ê ë . (11)
°*ø�ù¦µN´"¶�¼�Ä�úÞû×¶�¼=º�Ç�µ�¾�ü�³CÄ�µ�¾�ÔýR¸�µ�ÄPþY¼=Â^³CÄO´�¼�Ä�Åwû×¶�¼=º�ÇQ³C´"´"µXû×¶�º�À�¾�´"À�¼=Ä�¾�µ+ÄÞË[³�º4´�¶�µ+À�º4¶�µ+Ç�Ã�¸	ÀQ´�¶P´�¶�µÃ�º�³�ß�º�¼�Âÿ´�³^Á+³�Ä�¾�´"º�Æ�Á�´�´�¶�µ6Å�¼=´&¼%É
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